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What Is Lesson Study?

Lesson study is a process Japanese teachers 
engage in to continually improve the quality 
of the experiences they provide for their 
students.

Lesson Study



Lesson Study is Conducted in Many 
Forms and Venues 

In-school
Whole group
Content-area study groups

Across schools
Regionally organized
Part of mandated beginning teacher education 
Voluntarily organized clubs and circles
Organized by educational associations and institutions



How Widely Spread Is Lesson Study? 

The vast majority of elementary schools 
(1st to 6th grade) and many middle schools 
(7th to 9th grade) in Japan conduct lesson 
study. However, very few high schools 
conduct lesson study.



The Steps in Lesson Study

Identifying a lesson study goal to focus on
Conducting a small number of “study lessons”
that explore this goal
Reflecting about the process (including producing 
written reports)

Lesson study involves teachers coming 
together to work on three main activities:



Establishing a Lesson Study Goal



Setting the Lesson Study Goal (1)

• Process for setting the goal:  

Teachers think about their students and identify 
important gaps between the aspirations they 
have for them and the results that they are 
actually achieving with these students.



Setting the Lesson Study Goal (2)

• Example of a goal statement: 

n “Promoting students' ability to think 
autonomously, invent, and learn from each 
other while focusing on problem solving in 
Mathematics”



Setting the Lesson Study Goal (3)

•Summary written by the teachers about how 
they identified the above goal: 

The students at this school are cheerful, 
obedient, and very enthusiastic about learning.  
However, it seems as if they have not acquired 
the skills to think deeply about one problem, 
listen and pay attention to the comments of 
other students, and respect the opinions of other 
students.



Setting the Lesson Study Goal (4)

Moreover, as the students reach the upper grade 
levels (fifth and sixth grade), they become more 
and more afraid of making mistakes in front of 
other students.  As a result of this fear, they 
become less willing to be active participants in 
the learning process. 



Setting the Lesson Study Goal (5)

In order to address these problems, our school 
decided on the following topic “Promoting 
students’ ability to think on their own, invent, 
and learn from each other." We felt that by 
choosing this topic we could build on each 
student’s strong desire to learn (when they face a 
new subject) and teach them how to enhance 
their learning from other students' ideas and 
from their mistakes (and the mistakes of others), 
while at same time fostering a feeling of success 
among all the students.



Examples of Lesson Study Goals

Making a circle of friends in order to grow 
together: focusing on a Japanese language 
class in order to foster students' expressive 
abilities
Developing well-thought-out mathematics 
lessons that provide students a feeling of 
satisfaction and enjoyment of mathematical 
activities while fostering their ability to 
have good foresight and logical thinking.

Continue >>>



Examples of Lesson Study Goals

Using a Japanese language class to foster 
students' ability to wrestle with topics they 
discover on their own
Fostering students' lively and autonomous 
behavior by developing their physical 
strength and health



Example of a 3-Year Lesson Study Goal

“Promoting student’s ability to think autonomously, 
invent, and learn from each other while focusing on 
problem solving in mathematics.”

Sub-goals:
 1st year: Fostering students’ presentation skills
 2nd year: Fostering students’ discussion skills
 3rd year: Other



Working on a “Study Lesson” (1)

Research and preparation: The teachers jointly 
draw up a detailed plan for the study lesson.

Implementation: A teacher teaches the “study 
lesson” in a real classroom, while other group 
members look on.

Reflection and improvement: The group comes 
together to discuss the instruction witnessed 
and what it taught them about the goal they 
set out to explore.



Working on a “Study Lesson” (2)

Second implementation and reflection 
(optional): a second teacher teaches the 
“study lesson” in a real classroom, while 
other group members look on. This is 
followed by the group coming together again 
to discuss the instruction witnessed and what 
it taught them about the goal they set out to 
explore.

Filing records: The teachers produce a report 
of their work



A Lesson Study Cycle 

 
(Research & Preparation) 

(Implementation) 

(Implementation) 

(Reflection & Improvement) 

(Reflection & Filing of Records) 

Group Meetings 

Study Lesson (1) 

Study Lesson (2) 

Group Meetings 

Group Meetings 

A Typical Lesson Study Cycle 



Lesson Plan







Learning Activities and
Questions [hatsumon]

Expected Student
Reactions

Teacher Response to
Student Reactions / Things

to Remember

Evaluation*

1. Grasping the Problem
Setting

“The other day we went leaf
collecting, didn’t we?  What
kind of leaves did you get?”
“That’s right.  You collected
12 leaves from the big
Ginkgo tree at the Shinto
shrine and drew the faces of
the people in your family on
the leaves.

• Red and brown leaves
• There were
miscanthuses and
persimmon trees, too.
• I collected chestnuts,
too.
• “The pictures turned
out pretty fu nny.”
• “I collected so many
leaves that I have some
left over.”

• Give praise to the students
who did great job reporting
their answers and raising
their hands at various
situations during the lesson.

• Remind the students that
they collected only 12
Ginkgo leaves after they
changed the location.
• Check out beforehand how
many people are in each
student's  family.

a. Are the
students
positively
trying to recall
the event?

“How many leaves did you
use for drawing faces,
Student A?”
“How many leaves did you
use for drawing faces,
Student B?”
“How many leaves did Ms.
Nishi use for drawing
faces?”
“Ms. Nishi collected 10
leaves and drew 5 faces."
"How many leaves are left
over?"

A: 4 leaves.  Oh, we
had a new baby the
other day, so 5 leaves.
B: Because my family is
4 people, so 4 leaves.

Ms. Nishi: 5 leaves.

• 5 leaves
• Well, (by using fingers)
it is 5 leaves.

• Make sure that all the
students know that Ms. Nishi
collected only 10 leaves.

• Make students understand
the problem setting and the
teacher is looking for
students to answer the
questions by us ing
subtraction.
• Remind them of the
supplementary numbers of
10.

b. Do the
students
understand
they can solve
these
problems using
subtraction?
c. Were the
students able
to solve the
problem 10-5?

“Did everyone have leaves
left over?” • (Yes) there were

(leaves) left over.
• I had a lot o f leaves
left over.
• I had 8 leaves left
over.



1. Planning a Study Lesson



2a. Implementing the Study Lesson



2b. Observing the Study Lesson



3. Reflecting on the Study Lesson



Re-Implementing the Study Lesson



Reflecting on the Study Lesson









Outside Advisor





The Organization of Lesson Study

A school generally works on the same goal and 
same content area for 3 to 4 years (e.g., 
mathematics).
Every year the lesson study goal is refined as 
the group’s understanding of this goal evolves 
as a result of doing lesson study. 
In a school, study lessons are planned by sub-
groups of 4 to 6 teachers who generally teach 
the same or similar grades.
Each sub-group will generally carry out 2 or 3 
lesson study cycles per year.



A Year-Long Schedule for 
Lesson Study

April
May
June

July
August

September
October

November
December

January
February

March

1st Trimester

2nd Trimester

3rd Trimester

(Summer Vacation)

Groundwork Lower-Grade Level Lesson Study

Middle-Grade Level Lesson Study

Upper-Grade Level Lesson Study

Group Meetings

Study Lesson (1)

Study Lesson (2)

Group Meetings

Group Meetings



The Organization of Lesson Study (2)

Sub-groups working on a study lesson have a 
regular meeting time, generally after school.
Staff meeting time is also allotted for teachers 
to share their work with those who are not 
part of their lesson study sub-group.
All teachers are invited to come and view the 
study lessons. At a minimum, all those who 
planned the lesson and a number of teachers 
from outside the planning group are present.



A Concrete Example of How the 
Work Is Organized During a Cycle

   A Typical Lesson Study Cycle

      Meetings

Study Lesson (1)

Study Lesson (2)

       Meetings

       Meetings

Implementation/Observation (1 hrs)

 Implementation/Observation (1 hr)

Small group meetings (2.5 hrs)

All staff meeting (2.5 hrs)

Small group meetings (3 hrs)
All staff meeting (0.5 hrs)

(Total = at least 10 hours in about 3 weeks)



The Lesson Study Open House

The purpose is for a school to share its lesson 
study work with other schools
An open house entails teaching and discussing 
study lessons with invited guests
Lesson plans are made available to guests, along 
with a brochure that describes the school and the 
lesson study work being conducted there 
(including a discussion of achievements and 
challenges)
Researchers and other experts are often invited to 
these meetings to provide their perspective



Research Report Booklet



Publications by Teachers

Education Book Section at Large Bookstores



6th Grade Lesson

Open House Study Lesson









Post-Lesson Conference



All-Teacher Meeting



Party Time!!



What Did the Teachers Discuss? (1) 

The organization and goal of the unit
Mathematical concepts introduced in the unit
The goal of the lesson
The problem the lesson will focus on
Manipulatives and handouts
The solutions anticipated from students and 
teacher’s responses to these



What Did the Teachers Discuss? (2) 

Planning questions [Hatsumon] that promote 
student thinking
Organization of blackboard and use of other media
Time allocation for different parts of the lesson 
Handling individual differences
How to end the lesson
How to evaluate the lesson



What Did the Teachers Discuss? (3)

Abstract issue about mathematics education 
(e.g., What do we teach to the students by 
teaching the subject of mathematics?)
Fostering students’ other skills besides 
knowledge about mathematics (e.g., Students’
listening skills and presentation skills)
How the lesson is related to the lesson study 
goal



Example of Discussion of Manipulatives



  

Father

Grandmother

Mother

Me

My Brother

My Famil y Name

Ginkgo leaves

Let's paste the Ginkgo leaves the same number as 
your family members.



The Story Problem

              collected                Ginkgo leaves. 
Then he drew               faces of his family
on the leaves.  How many leaves are 
left over?

Akira 12
7

12 – 7 =



Counting-Subtraction Method [Kazoehiki]:
Taking away 7 from 12 by counting

Subtraction-Addition Method [Genkaho]
12 consists of 10 and 2  
10-7=3   3+2=5

Subtraction-Subtraction Method [Gengenho]
12 consists of 10 and 2
7 consists of 5 and 2
12-2=10   10-5=5

Some Example of Students’
Anticipated Solutions



7 + 5 = 12Addition

Ohajiki-ban (Tiddlywinks Board)

Example of Manipulatives 



1

2

3

1

2

3

4

7

7 + 4 = 11Addition

Flip Tile Board [Pata Pata Tiles]



Number Blocks [Kazu no Burokku]



Woode n re cta ngula r 
pris m tha t re pre s e nts  10

Wooden cube s  (e a ch 
cube  re pre se nt 1



What to Look for in a Manipulative

Leaves a record of students’ thought processes
Easy for students to understand how to use them
Easy for students to explain their solutions using 
them
Easy to put them back into their original position 
or shape so that students can rethink their thought 
processes



Manipulative Used for the First 
Study Lesson

Drawing Paper

Front

Back

New Ohajki-ban









What Did the Teachers Learn?

Use of individual tiles made it difficult for 
teachers to understand what kind of 
methods students were using.
Use of individual tiles also made it difficult 
for the students to understand the methods 
other students’ presented.



Scissors

Front

Back

Drawing Paper

Use scissors to
cut the 10 tile

Improved Manipulative for the 
Revised Study Lesson

Improved Ohajki-ban



Students’ Seating Chart

Wh
at 

can
 I d

o?

    

Fukushima

Arita

Hiura

Beppu

Sasaki

Hiraishi

Nakamura

Kato Sasaki Yasui Nakamoto

Matsuura Koda

Kamei Kondo

Nishida Yaezakura

Hara Kasai

10 ×14 1
4 inch paper

Seating Chart
The Platform

1
2
3
4
5

1

2

3
4
5
6
7

1
2
3

4
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

5

8

9

1 0

12

11

7

3
2

(a) (b) (b) (b) (c) (d)1 2 3

Wh
at 

can
 I d

o?

T a ke  awa y o ne  by  on e
fro m  12  an d co un t the
re m aining

Divid e  1 2 in to  10  a nd  2
th en  co unt the  rem ain -
in g o ne  b y o ne

Cou nt u pward  using  fing ers
s ta rt in g  from  8 to 1 2 th en
find ou t ho w m eny  fin gu res
were  fo lded

1 2  - 7

5    2
1 2 - 2 =
1 0 
 10  - 5  = 5

7
5

2

5

1 2 - 7

1 0    2
1 0 - 7 =  3  
 3 +  2 =  5

(a ns wer)



Handout (1)
 

Na me

10 × 14 1
4 inch paper

Arithmetic Handou

[Shiki (Expression )]

[Answer]

[How did you find the answer]

First,

Next,

collected Ginkgo

leaves. Then s/he drew

pictures of his/her family on the leaves.

How many leaves are left over?



Handout (2)
   

M athm at ics Hando ut Na m e

[ Ex p r e ssio n] [ A n swe r]

' s  m eth o d

10 x 7 inch  paper









Lesson study is a collaborative activity
Lesson study is a form of research
Lesson study keeps students at the heart of 
the process.
“Lesson” study is not just about the lesson.



“Lesson Study: An Introduction”
Produced by Makoto Yoshida & Clea Fernandez 

(20 min. video on CD-ROM)

To Order visit:
www.globaledresources.com



Lesson Study: An Introduction
By Makoto Yoshida & Clea Fernandez

www.globaledresources.com


